
Join the
Tadamon
community!

Open call for
civil society
organizations

We are calling for Civil Society Organisations — CSOs (non-governmental organizations, 
community groups, cooperative and farmers’ organizations, philanthropy, networks and 
foundations)  that are working in the field of coronavirus response, youth empowerment, 
refugees, climate change, energy and environment, peacebuilding, STEM education, getting 
kids back to school, community development, agriculture and rural development to learn 
more about IsDB - ISFD NGO Empowerment for Poverty Reduction Program through 
the Tadamon platform https://tadamon.community/sign-up  and to SIGN UP in order to 
become part of the Tadamon community!

#TadamonMeansSolidarity#Tadamon

#NGOEmpowerment 

Online database with CSOs 
from OIC Member Countries 

Explore organizations in order to collabo-
rate with them and to become a part of a 
vetted and verified Tadamon network.

Free online education courses 
powered by Tadamon and 
partner platforms

Access customized education & training 
materials for organizational development, 
skills and capacity building.

Crowdfunding Academy 

Create campaigns to access the new
sources of funding to finance your projects.

donors communities 

Connect your work and campaigns with your 
potential partner and donor, and gain visibility 
and connect to new partners and investors.

CSOs will get access to:

Where good 
organizations 
become better

SIGN UP on: 
www.tadamon.community



A web-platform that lists 
high-quality CSOs and 
provides them visibility

We are building stronger communities & helping those 
less fortunate. Equality, transparency, accountability 
and development stand at the core of everything we do.

1.

An educational program 
that makes CSOs better 
at what they’re doing

A bridge between
different countries, 
CSOs and
stakeholders

2.

3.

comprehensive, easily searchable list of 
high-quality CSOs with a proven record 
in 57 countries (members of the IsDB). 
Local partners can be easily searched 
on the platform.

As an educational program, Tadamon 

everything CSOs need: from fundrais-
ing and management to communica-
tion and public relations.

As a bridge, Tadamon connects grass-
roots communities in OIC member 
countries working on development 
issues. It connects donors and practi-
tioners; it connects Africa, Asia, Europe 
and MENA; it connects CSOs, partner-
ing organizations and donors.

Web: www.tadamon.community
Email: team@tadamon.community 

Tadamon is:

Who are we?

Let’s get 
in touch!

NGO Empowerment for Poverty Reduction is a project financed by ISFD, managed by 
IsDB and  implemented by UNDP. Tadamon platform is empovering CSOs (Civil Society 
Organizations) in 57 OIC (Organization of Islamic Cooperation) Member Countries by 
providing visibility, funding and knowledge.

Sign up for Tadamon and become a part  of the vetted and verified Tadamon network!

#SolidarityConnected#SolidarityVisible#SolidarityFunded


